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FOREWORD

0 1

To acquire solar X-ray images from a remote spacecraft, it is necessary to re-

cord tht images in such a way that they can be transmitted digitally to the

earth. This requires the developmckit of a camera consisting of an X-ray sen-

sitive detector and the electronics to process and transmit the image data.

The object of Contract NASW-3784 wam to design and fabricate such a camera

based on an RCA CCD chip. This effort has been successful and the resulting

design is described in this report.

The design and development of the CCD camera has been the responsibility of

Raymond Counterman, working under the direction of Dr. John M. Davis, the

Principal Investigator. Their starting point was the preliminary design made

for a CCD X-ray camera for the CXX (Coronagraph X-Ray XUV) telescope for ISPM

(International Solar Polar Mission). This earlier work was performed under

subcontract S-9003 to the National Center for Atmospheric Research WAR).

Daniel O'Mara assisted in the testing of the CCD, particularly in the operation

of the vacuum and cooling systems and in the use of the visible light and X-ray

sources.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Our understanding of the physical conditions existing in the solar corona has

increased rapidly during the past decade. This is a result of our ability to

view the spatial structures of the corona at high resolution in soft X-rays.

The subsequent visual identification of a diverse population of coronal struc-

tures has provided both a new framework for the reformulation of the more clas-

sical concepts of solar physics and an incentive for new ideas.

X-ray images provide essential information not only on the physical size, spa-

tial coherency and location with respect to other features, of the coronal

structures but also, through the use of filter techniques, on various plasma

diagnostics, e.g., temperature, emission measure, pressure, density. These

diagnostics describe the general properties of the plasma because they are

averaged over many wavelengths. Nowwver, their unique advantage is that they

provide simultaneous observations over a complete structure.

In the past decade the emphasis has been placed on obtaining observations with

the highest spatial resolution, which has meant using photographic film as the

recording medium. Film has several disadvantages; it has a low sensitivity,

which translates into poor temporal resolution, is difficult to calibrate, and

must be recovered. To overcome these limitations, various electronic imaging

systems have been proposed. 7n general these systems are characterized by very

high sensitivity (ti10 3 - 104) but rather poor spatial resolution 0,1110) when

f	 compared to film.

Among the most promising devices for this application are CCDs which are 	 it
closely spaced, two-dimensional arrays, of MOS capacitors laid down on a sili-

con substrate. The capacitors are electrically isolated from each other by the

p- and n-type architecture of the device and by the applied voltages. A photo-

site, or picture element (pixel), consists of a set of three adjacent capaci-

tors grouped in the columns of the array. The electrodes of the capacitors are

independently controlled by "clock" or "gate" voltages. Because of this ar-

rangement this type of CCD is known as a three-phase device.

I
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When an incident X-ray is absorbed in the silicon substrate it excites elec-

trons into the conduction band which then diffuse into a depletion layer formed

by the positive voltages applied to the electrodes. These applied voltages

forn+ a potential well which traps charge at a particular photosite. To read

out the device the applied voltages are changed, or clocked, so that the charge

at each photosite along a row is transferred vertically to the adjacent site in

its column. The charges in the row formed by the lowest site in each column

are transferred into a shift register where they are read out serially follow-

ing or.-chip amplification.

The key to the operation of the CCD as an X-ray detector is the use of the in-

teraction site as the storage site. It can be thought of as an array of solid

state detectors each with its own memory for the CCD can accept photons over

its entire surface simultaneously.

In conventional X-ray deter-tion, the detector is used exactly as for visible

light detection, as a total energy detector. The output of a particular pixel

is a charge whit ",t is proportional to the total amount of energy deposited in

the pixel. The spatial resolution is determined largely on the basis of pixel-

to-pixel spacing and charge localization between pixels.

On the average one electron-hole pair is created in the pixel for every 3.6 eV

of energy in the X-ray photon. This is a very small amount of energy when com-

pared with other soft X-ray detectors. Thus, a proportionally greater number

of electrons will be created for each photon interaction, and the associated

Poisson (or Poisson-like) statistics become more precise.

CCDs have several important characteristics which influence their operation as

X-ray imaging detectors. First is the quantum efficiency, defined as the prob-

ability of detecting an incident photon. It is a function of X-ray energy and

is close to unity for energies between 1 and 10 kilovolts. At the higher

energies the efficiency falls off because the photons pAAA through the device

without interacting while at the low energies the X-ray photons are absorbed by

the electrode and insulating structures on the front surface. These structures

form a dead layer between 0.5 and 2 microns thick, and to overcome their effect

CCDs have been operated in a back-illuminated mode. In this case the silicon

-5-
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substrate is illuminated directly, and to maximize the efficiency its thickness

is tailored to the particular application, a process known as thinning.

The intrinsic noise of a Mr) limits the length of time N pirrnre can be inte-

grated. Noise levels of 30 electrons sms can be achieved corresponding to

energy resolution of 250 eV. The energy resolution is essentially independent

of energy, and therefore CCDs are better than proportional counters at energies

above 500 eV and marginally worse at lower energies. The ultimate noise goal

is order of 10 electrons rms, which would be set by the stray capacitance of a

few hundred pFs between the on-chip preamplifier and the last transfer gate-,

To achieve these noise levels, the CCD and the on-chip amplifier have been

cooled. Typical operating temperatures are around -100°C. However, if the

operating temperature is made too low, the charge transfer efficiency falls

off. The charge transfer efficiency is the fraction of the original charge

transferred from one pixel to the next during the readout process. Incomplete

charge transfer results in a loss of both photometric accuracy and dynamic

range and introduces smearing of the image. In our tests with RCA CCDs we have

found that an ideal operating temperature must he determined, for each device. 	 4

It must be warm enough so that charge transfer efficiency is adequate ( 0.99995

to 0.99999) while still cool enough to keep the leakage current acceptably

low.	 The leakage current is a measure of the charge that spills from an il-

luminated pixel to adjacent dark pixels.

In principle the dynamic range of the CCD is limited by the read -out noise and

the full well capacity. The latter scales roughly as the pixel area, and for

30 micron square pixels the well capacity is 250,000 electrons. The typical

do level for the three -phase CCDs we have tested is several hundred electrons,

which corresponds to a dynamic range of the order of or less than 103.

Although one should be able to extend the dynamic range by improving the noise

characteristics of the preamplifier this is not necessarily true in the X-ray

region. For a single X-ray photon produces a large number of electrons, e.g.,

a one kilovolt X-ray will contribute in excess of 300 electrons, and if this

value is greater than the noise it will place the limit on the dynamic range

^._	
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which is thus energy dependent varying inversely with the incident photon

energy.

Finally, CCDs have the excellent linearity to increases in the incident X-ray

intensity, a characteristic of solid state detectors. Pixel non-uniformities

arising from processing variations and mask alignment errors during fabrication

are generally quite small.

L.
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CCDs from several manufacturers have been tested at ASE but only RCA, back-il-

luminated chips, of the SID 500 series have proved capable of detecting X-rays

in the 250 eV energy range (44 A). Conscyuently, a device of this type is used

in our camera design.
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2.0 THE CCD CAMERA

1 1	 2.1 Cenerat SVlteg; ppscript-ion

The Camera System, wbich is configured as a subsystem of a sounding rocket ex-

periment, is used to record and transmit an X-ray image focused on a Charge-

Coupled Device (CCD). The components of the system are: the shutters and

filters, the experiment computer, the telemetry interface, and the CCD camera.

The relationship between these components is shown in the Camera System Block

Diagram (Figure 1).

The experiment computer operates the electromechanical systems and the CCD

Camera in the sounding rocket experiment. Specifically to the Camera System, it
1 

j7

P

operates the shutters and filters which are located in the optical path just

'w before the CCD focal plane and selects a preprogramed picture sequence for the

camera. The computer also decides when to take a picture during the experiment,

which filter to use, which determines the bandpass of the image, and the expo-

sure period.

When the CCD is read out, the camera formats the digital picture data and

passes it to the telemetry interface from where it is transmitted to the

ground. In order to ensure the synchronization of the telemetry frame and the

CCD image readout clock signals generated in the telemetry system are passed to

the camera electronics.

The camera converts the X-Ray image focussed on the CCD into a 256 b ,; 256 pixel

array with each pixel magnitude represented by a digital word. The camera is

physically divided into two parts, the CCD Head Electronics package and the

Camera Electronics package. The CCD detector, located in the CCD Head Elec-

tronics package, is a Charge-Coupled Device thinned and back illuminated for

X-Ray imaging (RCA SID 53634-XO). This package also contains a preamplifier

for the CCD video output, level shifting of the logic-level clock signals, and

associated reference voltages.

-8-
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ThG Camera Electronics package contains the circuitry for processing the analog

signal from the CCD llead Electronics package, for generating CCD clock wave-

forms, and for interfacing with telemetry and the Experiment Computer.

2.2 Cerera,^„ Sygtgln Operatiop

The CCD Camera has been designed as part of a sounding rocket experiment for

studying solar X-Rays. During the flight the Camera System is powered at the

beginning of the experiment period. Tha sequence of experiment events is stored

in the memory of an on board computer called the ? xperiment Computer. It is

this computer that controls the shutter and filter electromechanical sy6tems

and the CCD Camera. At selected periods during the experiment the CCD Camera

is uwed to take X-Ray images of the sun via an X-Ray telescope.

Once the CCD Camera is powered it begins what is called an erase routine. The

erase routine, stored in a microcontroller in the camera, continually removes

charge from the image and storage areas of the CCD providing a clean slate, so

to speak, on which a picture in be imaged. This charge is the result of ther-

mal noise which accumulates in the potential wells of the CCD and is a function

of the CCDs temperature„ Therefore the CCD, when used as a slow scanned device,

which it must be in thin application since it takes several seconds to transfer

the picture data to telemetry has to be cooled. The operating temperature de-

termined experimentally is -80 ± 20°C.

Upon a command from the Experiment Computer the camera completes the current

erase routine leaving the image area of the CCD ready for an exposure. At this

point, the camera sends a command to the Experiment Computer to begin the ex-

posure. The computer operates the shutters to expose the CCD to X-Rays for a

period programed in it't memory. Then, commanded by the Experiment Computer,

the CCD Camera reads out the image from the CCD and converts the analog signal

into a digital word. The Camera formats the pixel intensity data, pixel number,

filter type, and exposure period into the telemetry frame using synchronization

signals from the telemetry clock. In this manner sequences of X-Ray images are

transmitted to the ground station where the data is recorded and displayed in

real time monitoring. A typical sequence consists of three exposures differing

in time by a factor of 3 through each of 2 different filters.



At the and of the experiment the Camera System is powered down for re-entry of

the payload.

2.3 sSys tim .E2atu.res

The COD Camera has been designed with the following key features;

	

o	 Program ble Clock Generator Waveforms

	

a	 Adjuctable Raster Width /Pos ition

	o	 Selecteble Camera Mode of Operation

	

o	 Correlated Double Sample and Hold with adjustable Black Level Offset

	

o	 Programmable COD Operations

	

o	 Programmable Telemetry Frame Formatting

	

o	 Externally Controlled Exposure

which are described in detail below.

	

2.3.1	 Pr remmable„ Clock- Geppya pr. a.vpJfarIns

The camera is designed around a three phase charge coupled image sensor and is

easily modified to meet new system criteria. The COD clock signals, correlated

double sample and hold timing signals, and the analog to digital conversion

timing signals are generated by reading an EPROM. The EPROM ' s UV erasable

memory stores the ones and zeros that generate each signal and can be repro-

grammed to optimize the operation of the COD selected, the sampled and hold

circuit, and the ADC circuit.

	

2.3.2	 Ad iustab 1g Raster Width/Pos ition_  

The COD device has an image area of 320 horizontal by 256 vertical pixels. The

camera outputs an array of 256 vertical lines and has an adjustable width/posi-

tion feature for the horizontal line. This adjustment is on the Raster Limit i
Board where there are wired circuits, jumpers, used to define the location of

the first and last pixel of a horizontal line in the COD output array. There-

j: fore the image array horizontal dimensions are flexible and can be changed by

far
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moving jumpers on the board. The width used in the current design is 256 pixels

and their position is selected tN use the area of the CCD with the fewest

blemishes,

2.30	 MQALQ,- 9APS1SAIVE

The camera has two modes of operation called the "Data Output Mode" and 1t^)

"Telemetry Output Mode". The default mode is the telemetry output mode, used in

the flight. The Data Output Mode, used for test, allows the image to be read at

P 

the clock pixel rate of 52 microseconds. A data valid pulse is generated for

loading the data into an external imaging system. This signal and the pixel.

data signals are wired to a connector labeled "Data Output".

The Telemetry Output Mode allows the clock Generator to be synchronized to the

Telemetry system. The telemetry interface is via a connector labeled "Telemetry

Output". Mode selection is accomplished by sending a logic level signal to a

pin on the Experiment Computer connector. A logic one selects the Data Output

Mode and a logic zero or no signal present selects the Telemetry Output Mode

2.3.4	 Corx-qlated, Double, Sample. apd_ pjA. with. Adjuptable, Black, Levey, ;Of;set

Thi Lunction of the correlated double sample and hold (S/H) is to generate a

au'..age proportional to the difference between the pixel charge level and the

background level. This provides she magnitude of the pixel charge due to the

photon source. The background level or black level has an adjustable DC com-

ponent so that the black level can be set to zero volts, i.e. no image results

in a S/H output of zero volts. This adjustment; Alan AlIeWS Any offsets in the

preamplifier to be nulled out.

2.3.5	 Prol_rammahle CCD Operat ons

The Clock Generator circuitry moves charge in the CCD by four commands; Image

Transfer (IT), Line Transfer (LT), Line Read (LR), and Pixel Read (PR), The

Image Transfer command moves the ontire image from the image area of the CCD to

the storage area. The Line Transfer command moves one line of charge from the

storage area to the horizontal readout register. The Line Read command, in the

-12-
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Data Output Mode, reads the entire horizontal register converting pixel charge

into digital data, The Pixel ReWd command, in the Telemetry Output Mode,reads

out only pixels in the horizontal line which are to be converted and reads one

pixoA ;er command signal. Those pixels which are not converted in the line are

dumped by the Line Read command when in the Telemetry Output Mode of the camera

operation.

The program of transfer and read operations described above is stored in the

EPROM of the Camera Microcontroller. This allows flexibility in modifying the

camera to vary such processes as the erasure of the CCD image area.

11 16 	Fra01e Fprmattipy.

The CCD Clock Generator is synchronized to telemetry by a microcontroller. This

programmable controller formats pixel data, experiment computer data and inter-

nal microcontroller generated date into a 32-word frame suitable for transmis-

sion via telemetry. The type of data and location of the data word in the frame

can be changed by rep rograminh.g the Telemetry Microcontroller.

2.3.7	 Exterpally_ ConWrolled_ Exposure

The i:ontrol of the CCD exposure is external to the camera which allows the

p	 exposure period of each picture to be stored in the memory of the Experiment

G'	 Computer. The Experiment Computer also controls the shutters and filters andi

the sequential timing of the picture taking events.

During times wben a picture is not being taken, the image area of the CCD is

continually erased of thermal charge. To record an image the Experiment Com-

puter informs the camera that it would like to take a picture, i.e., begin

exposing the CCD. The camera completes the current erase routine and prepares

the image area for exposure. When this is done it informs the Experiment Com-

puter to begin they exposure. After completion of the exposure, the camera is

signaled to read out the image.

I

i
I
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3.0 SUBSYSTEM MODULE DESCRIPTION

Physically the Camera System has been subdivided into seven funatlonal blocks

or modules. The two modules of the CCD Head Electronics Package are the CCD

Head Electronics Module and the CCD Image Sensor. In the Camera Electronics

Package there are five modules which are: the Clock Generator, Camera Micro-

controller, the Correlated Double Sample and Hold, the ADC, and t he Telemetry
Interface.

The CCD Head Electronics Module consists of a single printed circuit board

which is mounted close to the CCD Image Sensor. There are twenty-four wires to

connect the Image Sensor to the CCD Head Electronics Module. The CCD Head

Electronics Module is connected to the Camera Electronics Package via a cable.

The modules of the Camera Electronics Package are mounted in a card cage en-

closure which allows their interconnection to be made on a backplane. This

package interfaces to other system components via cables and D-type connectors.

3.1 Modules of_ the, CCD_ Head_ Electronica. Package

3.1.1	 The CCD Head Electronics Module

Figure 2, the CCD Camera Block Diagram, illustrates the basic signal paths for

the modular view of the camera. The CCD Head Electronics Module contains a

video preamplifier, an active load for the CCD output transistor, level

shifters, and voltage references. The CCD output signal is buffered by the

preamplifier providing a low impedance source for the correlated double sample

and hold circuit in the following stage. This preamplifier has a gain of 13.

The active load is a current sink for the CCD output transistor which increases

the output level and thereby the improves the characteristics of the CCD output

stage. The signals from the CCD Clock Generator Module enter the Camera Head

at either a 0 or a +5 volt logical level. The clock levels required by the CCD

Image Sensor are at various analog levels arid not at these logic levels. The

translation is accomplished on the CCD Head Electronics board by using a ref-

erence voltage for the CCD analog level and shifting the input signal to this

-14-
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level. This also isolates the digital control circuitry from the CCD analog

circuits.

3.2 CCD Imnge_Sensor

The CCD Camera used an RCA SID 53634-XO sensor which is intended primarily for

use in generating standard interlaced 525-line television pictures. This de-

vice utilizes an array of charge coupled device (CCD) shift registers for

photo-sensing and readout. It contains 512 vertical x 320 horizontal pixels

(163,840 picture elements). The device is constructed with a 3-phase, N-chan-

nel, Vertical Frame Transfer organization using a sealed silicon gate struc-

ture. The device features high resolution combined with ultra-low blooming

characteristics. Overall picture performance is comparable to that of 2/3-inch

vidicon camera tubes but undesirable characteristics such as lag and micro-

phonics are eliminated. For use in the X-ray region the device is thinned and

back illuminated. The sensitivity of the device to X-rays in the range 8-44 A

has been verified experimentally during this program.

3.2.1	 Imaee Area

The image area is an array of analog buried channel CCD shift registers con-

taining 320 parallel vertical columns of 256 sensing cells. An elemental cell

is defined by a grouping of three adjacent polysilicon gate electrodes in

the vertical. direction and adjacent channel stops in the horizontal direction.

The three gates in each cell are connected in parallel with the corresponding

gates in he other cells. These three connections are called vertical clocks

VAX, VA2 , and VA3 .

The transfer electrodes are made of polysilicon which is not transparent to

soft X-rays. The device used in the X-ray camera has been altered by creating

a window in the ceramic substrate. This allows illumination of CCDs backside.

The back illumination of the thinned CCD sensor provides the camera with X-ray

sensitivity.

6 
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3.2.2 Stogy Aree

The storage area has the same construction as the image area and also contains

320 parallel vertical columns of 256 sensing cells which line up the image area

columns. This area serves as a temporary storage site for the previous TV pic-

ture field to allow conversation of the charge pattern image into a sequential

horizontal readout. The storage area must normally be covered by an external

light shield.

There are three storage area clock drivers, VB1, VB2 and VB3. The storage area

is clocked in unison with the image area to transfer the complete image from

the image area to the storage area.

3.2.3	 Horizontjl_Reg_ister

The output register has the same 3 phase operation as the image and storage

areas. The clock drives are VH1, VH2, and VH3. This register is fabricated

with buried channel construction for maximum transfer efficiency during the

high speed readout. This insures uniformly high resolution in all parts of the

picture.

The horizontal register receives one line of picture information from the stor-

age area. The register contains 320 cells corresponding to each of the 320

columns in the image and storage areas plus two additional cells at the output.

Typically, in a television application, the register is "over-clocked" by

several pulses to provide a clean dark signal for video black level clamping at

the end of a line. For the CCD camera application, each pixel is referenced to

black by the correlated double sample and hold circuit. The horizontal regis-

ter is overclocked (332 shifts of the register) ensuring a clean register for

the next line of the image. The signal is extracted by the output circuit.

-17-
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3.2.4	 Output CiyFgp}t

The CCD signal is extracted from the horizontal register by the circuit shown

below (Figure 3). OG is the last CCD gate in the horizontal register. The CCD

signal charge is collected at the floating diffusion gate. This gate is reset

to a positive potential once each clock cycle by VD and VR. The voltage change

on the floating diffusion gate is the signal which is sensed by the output

transistor. The signal is taken from OS as a source; follower shown here with a

resistive load. An active load is used in the CCD camera design to provide a

higher output level (see Circuit Diagram 652-4107).

VRD
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3.3 Modules- of„ 	 Caingrc, Ll c rgpics_P	 S.P

3.3.1	 ThyClockGepearaCor Modgig,

The Clock Generator provides the CCD with waveforms that perform charge mov*.ng

operations in the device. It slso provides the timing signals for converting

the CCD analog ,output into digital data. The module is controlled by both the

Camera and Telemetry microcontrollers.

There are ten CCD clocking signals from this module to the Camera Head Elec-

tronics Package. Four are used to read the horizontal register (VR, VHl, VH2,

VH3), three to shift lines of charge in the image area (VA1, VA2, VA3), and

three to shift lines of charge in the storage area (VB1, VB2, VB3). There are

three signals for the correlated Double Sample and Hold Module (CLAMPN, SAMPN,

SUPRN). One signal gobs to the ADC Module (CONVN). The five signals which

interface the Clock Generator to the Camera Microcontroller are called: Image

Transfer, Line Transfer, Line Read, Busy, and Enable ADC. Pixel Read and Con-

vert Window interface the Clock Generator to the Telemetry Microcontroller.

The Clock Generator performs four charge-moving ope- • stions on the CCD. These

are Image Transfer, Line Transfer, Line Read, and Pixel Read. The functioning

of the Line Read and Pixel Read operations depend on which of the two camera

modes of operation are selected either the Data Output Mode or the Telemetry

Output Mode. The Telemetry Output Mode allows the Clock Generator to be syn-

chronized to the telemetry system and the Data Output Mode allows a line of

data to be read to an external imaging system at the internal pixel clock

rate. These four operations are each intiated by a pulse to their respective

Clock Generator input line (IT,LT,LR,PR).

A Line Transfer (LT) moves lines of charge in the storage area and a line from

the storage area to the horizontal register. The storage area can be visual-

ized as an matrix of 256 rows by 320 columns, S(i,j), and the horizontal reg-

ister H(i) as a row under the last row of the storage area. The Line Transfer

operation moves a row to the row below it. S(l,j) moves to S(2,j), S(2,j) moves

to S(3,j) etc. The last row of the storage area S(256j) is shifted into the

horizontal register so that these charges can be shifted horizontally.
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An Image Transfer (IT) is similar to the Line Transfer in that lines of charge

are moved. The Image Transfer moves 256 lines of charge from the image area to

the storage area. The image area can be thought of as a 256 by 320 matrix

I(i,j). Again as in the Line Transfer I(l,j) moves to I(2,j), I(2,j) moves to

I(3,j), etc. The bottom row of the image area I(256,j) is moved to the top row

of the storage area S(l,j) and also S(l,j) moves to S(2,j), S(2,j) moves to

S(3,j) and so forth. The Image Transfer operation moves the 256 rows of the

image area to the 256 rows of the storage area. 	 This transfers the picture

from the image to the storage area.

The Horizontal Register is a row matrix of 320 pixels. The picture array which

is imaged is only 256 pixels wide. This means that a section of the Horizontal

Register contains 256 pixels to be digitized and a total of 64 pixels some

before or after this section which are unused. For this explanation, let's

assume the imaged pictured is centered on the CCD resulting in 32 unused pixels

before the picture data and 32 pixels after the picture data in a line. The

actual position of the picture array is adjustable within the Clock Generator

Module as described earlier.

A Line Read operation shifts charge horizontally in the Horizontal Register to

the CCD output transistor and converts 256 pixels into digital data. In the

Data Output Mode the Camera is sending data to an external imaging system where

the 256 pixels of the image are displayed at the internal pixel clock rate.

The first 32 pixels of the line are shifted to the output transistor and no

conversion is performed. The fallowing 256 pixels are shifted one by one to

the output transistor and after signal processing and conversion are sent to

the external imaging system. The end of the line (last 32 pixels) is then read

with no conversion.

The Line Read performs differently in the Telemetry Output Mode which syncbro-

nizes the picture readout to the telemetry system. In this mode the Pixel Read

operation is valid. Upon a line read command from the Camera Microcontroller

the Clock Generator reads the first 32 pixels of the current line in the Hori-

zontal Register plus the first pixel of the picture array which is converted

and output to the ADC Bus. The Telemetry Microcontroller then takes control of

-20-
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the rest of the line readout. This controller loads the 33rd pixel into the a

word of a frame and sends a Pixel Read command to the Clock Generator. This

command shifts the next pixel into the CCD output transistor, converts the

signal to digital data, and sends it to the ADC Bus where it can be loaded by

the Telemetry Microcontroller into a frame. After t"e last pixel of the pic-

ture array H(256+32) is read into telemetry the Line Read command completes its

operation by reading the 32 unused pixels at the end of the line. During a

Line Read or Pixel Read operation a pixel charge is shifted to the CCD output

transistor and amplified. The Clock Generator provides the timing signals to

the Correlated Double Sample and Hold and the ADC circuits which convert the

magnitude of the pixel charge due the X-Rays, which were imaged on that pixel,

into an 8 bit word.

To summarize, the four operations of the Clock Generator nodule in the Telem-

etry Output Mode are:

Image Transfer(IT) - Moves the image to the storage area.

Line Transfer(LT) - Vertically shifts a line of the storage area into the

horizontal register.

Line Read(LR) - Reads out a line up to and including the first pixel

to be converted and the end of a line after the last

pixel is converted.

Pixel Read(PR)	 - Reads one pixel.

3.3.2	 The Camera Microeontroller Module

The camera microcontroller module controls the Clock Generator and communicates

with the flight Experiment Computer. It is responsible for the sequence of

Image Transfer/Line Transfer/Line Read operations.

The module consists of one printed circuit board with seven I/O lines. Seven

signals are used, five internal to the camera and two which interface with the

Experiment Computer. Busy, Image Transfer, Line Transfer, and Line Read are

signals to and from the Clock Generator. Enable ADC is an output used by the

Clock Generator, ADC, and the Telemetry modules and specifies that a picture is

-21-
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being read. Begin Picture Sequence /Transmit Picture and Expose Image Area

/Transmission Complete are the two signals that communicate with the Experiment

Computer.

The heart of the module is an Intel 8748 single chip 8-bit microcomputer with

lK bytes of erasable and programmable program memory and 64k bytes of RAM. The

use of this device gives the camera a great deal of flexibility and allows dif-

ferent operating schemes to be accommodated easily.

The CCD support circuitry is involved in two activities. First, during dormant

intervals when the camera is not imaging or transmitting the image area of CCD

censor must be kept clean of charge. This is called the Erase Routine. In the

second, the camera interacts with the Experiment Computer to transmit a pic-

ture. This is called the Picture Routine.

An Image Transfer moves all the charge in the image area to the storage area

and all the charge of the storage area to the Horizontal Register. The Hori-

zontal Register is subsequently emptied of charge by the Line Read operation.

The Erase Routine is composed of N repetitions of an image transfer operation

followed by a Line Read operation. The Erase Routine must be capable of

cleaning the charge that builds up in the image area during the reading and

transmission of the picture that resides in the storage area. The magnitude of

this charge is dependent on the CCD temperature and therefore also the number

of cycles ,N, required to remove the charge is also temperature dependent. N

can be chosen experimentally, although it is desirable to have N as small as

possible to keep processing time to a minimum.

The Experiment Computer initiates the Picture Routine by setting the signal
i

Begin Picture Sequence/Transmit Picture to one. The Microcontroller then com-

pletes the current Erase Routine and leaves the image area ready for an expo-

sure. Once this is done the Microcontroller informs the Experiment Computer

that an exposure can be made by setting the signal Expose Image Area/Transmis-

sion Complete. At the end of the exposure, the Experiment Computer sets the 	 j

r	 ^
0	 Begin Picture Sequence/Transmit Picture signal to zero.

4
"	 If
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The Camera Microcontroller proceeds to transfer the image area to the storage

area and line by line working with the Telemetry Microcontroller transmits the

picture. Now that the picture has been transmitted another exposure can be

made and the Expose Image Area/Transmission Complete becomes zero.

To tranboit a picture the Camera Microcontroller commands the Clock Generator

to:

	

o	 Perform an Image Transfer to move the image to the storage area

	

o	 Perform a Line Read to empty the Horizontal Register of charge

	

o	 Perform a Line Transfer to transfer the first line into the Horizontal

Register

	

o	 Perform a Line Read operation

This puts the first pixel of line on the ADC Bus. The Telemetry Microcontrol-

ler is informed that there is data on the bus (Convert Window - 1) and loads

the first pixel into the beginning of a frame. The Telemetry Microcontoller

then in syncronization with telemetry, reads the rest of the picture segment of

the line into telemetry via the Pixel Read command. Tt then returns control to

the Line Read operation which reads the unused portion at the end of the line.

The Camera Microcontroller repeats the Line Transfer-Line Read scenario another

255 times and the entire picture is then completely transmitted.

When the Clock Generator is in the process of executing a command, it generates

a signal called Busy which informs the CCD Microcontroller of its status, The

Enable ADC signal as the name implies allows the ADC to convert the pixel ana-

log signal into digital data. It is also used to specify that the Camera is no

longer in the erase routine and the output of the CCD is a valid picture signal

and not thermal noise.

	

3.3.3	 Correlatedrpouble_ Sample and ' ,'old Module

The correlated double sample and hold module samples and quantizes the analog

output of the CCD preamplifier. The Clock Generator produces the timing sig-

nals for this function. These signals are called: Suppress (SUPRN), Clamp

(CLAMPN), and Sample (SAMPN). The analog signal is an output from the CCD Head

-23-
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Electronics package where the preamplifier is located. The Correlated Double

S/H module consists of a single printed circuit in the Camera Electronics

package.

To understand the operation of the Correlated Double S/H it is useful to dis-

cuss the nature of the video signal generated in the COP image sensor and the

information desired from it. The COD signal charge is collected in the

floating diffusion gate of the COD output transistor. Before a new charge is

shifted to this floating diffusion gate, the previous charge is removed by

"resetting" it to a positive potential. A large voltage spike is produced due

to this reset pulse. The voltage level output which follows is essentially

equal to the voltage produced from t pixel containing no charge (bsckgrounc'

level). See Figure 4. The next charge transferred to the floating diffusion,

gate produces a proportional output voltage which is labeled "pixel charge

level" in the figure. The fcnction of the Correlated Double S/H is to generate

a voltage proportional to the difference between the pixel charge level and tbp

background level.

RESET	 [I
SPIKE --^	 BACKGROUND LEVEL

^x}CEL CHARGE LEVEL
I	 I..	 ,__.J	 I	 I	 F

I

40	 48	 0	 8	 (	 1l6	 24	 32	 40	 48

I	 ^	 ^

I	 time ------^•
SAMPLE	 SUPRESS	 CLAMP l
PERIOA	 PERIOD	 1'i,RI()I)	

^ .1;uC

I	 SW1 	 SW?

SW4
'""	 HOLD PERIOD

Figure 4. Sample and Hold Input Waveform
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7+7

The time periods shown in Figure 4 are based on a 52 mi%;rosecond pixel period.

A simplified block diagram of the circuit is shown in Figure 5 where the

mechanical switches are symbolic for the solid state analog switches actually

used.

Switch 1 closes 4 microseconds after the end of the previous "sample" period.

It remains closed until the start of the "clamp" period. The purpose of this

is to reduced the noise and transient effects of the reset spike. Thi inverted

Mtage of AR1 has a gain of -3.5. During the "clamp" period Switch 2 is closed

and C2 is charged to a voltage proportional to the difference of the analog

input and the background . level (plus a small offset). Switch 4 closes 20

microseconds later, "turning on" AR2 and connecting C3 to its output. C3 then

charges to the new pixel level. AR2 is "turned off" during the "hold" period

by reducing the currents in its internal current sources. The voltage output

of AR2 will change little during this time, thus reducing the effects of

capacitive coupling across Switch 4, which is open, on the vottage of C3 during

the "hold" period. AR3 is used as a buffer between C3 and the A/D converter.

An offset voltage is generated to correct for offsets introduced in the analog

circuits and is used to define an output of -5.0 volts as "black",i.e., no

pixel charge.

3.3.4	 The ADC Module

The ADC Module is a single printed circuit board which transforms the quantized

output of the Correlated Double Sample and Hold circuit into an 8-bit digital

word. It has two control inputs: the ( Zvert (CONV) and the Enable ADC (ENADC)

signals. The Convert signal tames from the Clock Generator. It starts the

analog to digital conversion when the output of the sample and hold is stable.

The Enable ADC signal allows conversions to occur and inhibits conversion of

pixels which are read in the erase routine. For the Data Output Mode of camera

operation the ADC Module generates a signal called Data Present which equals

one when data is valid on the Data Output Bus. Data Present is used to load

the data into the external imaging system.

The key device in this module is the Micro Networks MN5240 high speed succes-

sive approximation analog to digital converter. The converter is used in the
4 Fi
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bipolar input configuration resulting in a +5 to -5 volt input range. The

output coding of the module in base 16 (hexidecimal) is 00 for -5.0 volts

input, 80 for 0 volts input, and FF for +4.9609 volts input. The conversion

time is less than 4 microseconds.

	

3.3.5	 T5join x-y. Znte,Ff. sA.MSd!!^

The Telemetry Interface Module controls the Clock Generator and interfaces the

COD Camera to telemetry. It is responsible for synchronizing the reading of a

picture to the telemetry data rate.

The module consists of a single printed circuit board. The three control

signals to and from the Clock Generator Module are: Enable ADC (ENADC), Pixel

Read (PR), Convert Window (CONV WIND). The two data buses that send information

to the module are the ADC Data Bus (from the ADO Module) and the Experiment

Data Bus (from the Experiment Computer). The output buc to telemetry is the

72lemetry Data Bus. Main Frame Synchronization (MFS) and Word Synchronization

(WS) are signals from telemetry u^.ed for real time data synchronization. All

data buses are eight bits wide.

The key device in the module is an Intel 8748 single chip 8-bit microcomputer

with 1K of erasable and programmable program memory and 64K bytes of RAM, the

same device used in the Camera Microcontrol ) er Module. The EPROM program

stores information on where data is to be located in the telemetry frame and

how it is to be transferred. A nett frame format can be created easily and

simply by changing the program in the microcontroller.

	

3.3.6	 Telemetry Formatting.

The standard sounding rocket telemetry system, developed by the Physical

Science Laboratory of the University of New Mexico for solar payloads, has a

frame consisting of 32 words each 12 bits wide and a frame rate of 1024 frames

per second. The first two words contain information used for coding the telem-

etry tzansmission. This leaves 30 words per frame for experiment data. In the

present configuration eight of these words contain pixel intensity data, two

words pixel location data, one word the exposure and filter type, and one word

-27-
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the type of frame being transmitted, All of these data are represented by 8-bit

words. This format was chosen to minimize changes to the existing software used

to display the images in real time.

The CCD Camera formate three frame types during the flight. The frame types

ate called Empty Frame, Picture/No Pixels, and Picture/Pixels. These three

frame types are a requirement of the real-time imaging system software of the

ground support equipment. The Empty Frame is the telemetry frame transmitted

during periods when the camera is not reading the CCD, when it is in an idle

period or when it is exposing the CCD. Besides the frame type data word which

specifies an Empty Frame, it contains the exposure/filter data word from the

Experiment Computer. The Picture/No Pixels is a frame transmitted during the

reading of pixels which are not converted into data. In addition to frame type

and exposure /filter words it contains the two words which specify the location

in the CCD array of the pixel data in the frame. This location is specified in

X and Y coordinates. The pixel address (X,Y) in a Picture/No Pixel frame type

is the address of the first pixel in the next line. Thus, if the current line

is N, then as the end of N is read the Picture/No Pixels addrerj is (0, N+1).

The third frame type, Picture/Pixels, is transmitted during the reading of an

active section of a line in the CCD array. It is in this frame type that the

image data is transmitted. The data words in this frame are: the eight pixel

intensity words, the X address, the Y address, the exposure/filter, and the

frame type. The (X,Y) address is the address of the current pixel group of the

particular frame.

3.3.7	 Frame Synchronization and_ Subroutine Selection

The telemetry microcontroller is synchronized to telemetry by the Main Frame

Sync (MFS) and Word Sync (WS) signals. At the beginning of a frame MFS is one.

MFS is used by the microcontroller as an interrupt signal which causes the pro-

gram to jump to program memory location 3. When this occurs the program goes

to a routine whose address is selected by the signals from the Clock Generator

Module. The Enable ADC and Convert Window signals specify the status of the

Al	 camera and also identify the program memory address of the routine named for

L

the frame type to be transmitted. If both signals are zero then the camera is

-28-
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in an idle period and the address is the Empty Frame Routine. This routine

formats the frame with words 28 and 31 (see Table 1, Frame Format).

When the Camera begins the reading of the image stored in the CCD storage area

the Enable ADC signal becomes one and the Convert Window signal remains zero.

The program memory address mapped by ENADC-1 and CONV WIND-O is the address of

the Picture/No Pixels Routine. The Picture/No Pixels Routine formats the frame

with words 2,3,28 and 33. As describe, earlier (Section 3.3.1) not all the

pixels in a line are converted into intensity data for transmission. These

pixels may be at the beginning of a line, at the end of a line, or both at the

beginning and end of a line depending on the raster limit settings. For this

reason there are no pixel intensity words in this frame type which occurs

between the Picture/Pixels frames. The pixel address, words 2 and 3, is of the

next pixel group to be read. This information is needed by the real-time

imaging software. Since there is only one X-address per frame, only the loca-

tion of the first pixel in the frame is specified since this locates the entire

group.

The Convert Window signal is one only during the reading of those pixels in a

line which are to by reconstructed into an image. This is true for 256 of the

320 pixels in a line. The program memory address mapped by ENADC-1 and CONV

WIND-1 is therefore the address of the Picture/Pixels Routine. This routine

formats the frame with the additional pixel. intensity words and it runs during

the transmission of the image data. All the experiment information is present

in this frame.

3.3.8	 Word_ Svnchronizat ion

The telemetry frame is formatted in real time by shifting data from a holding

register to the telemetry data bus word by word. This register serves as a

temporary storage register for the experiment data. The shift occurs on the

leading edge of the Word Sync signal and places the contents of holding regis-

ter on the bus for one word period (30.52 microseconds). Data is loadod into

the holding register under the control of the microcontroller. To the micro-
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Bit # 1 2 3 4 5	 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Word #
0 Frame Synchronization
1 Words
2 0 0 0 0 Z1 Z1 Z1 Zi Z1 Z1 Z1 Z1
3 0 0 0 0 X	 X X X X X X X
4 0 0 0 0 Y	 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
5 -0-
6 0 0 0 0 Z2 Z2 Z2 Z2 Z2 Z2 Z2 Z2
7 -0-
8 -0-
9 -0-
10 0 0 0 0 Z3 Z3 Z3 Z3 Z3 Z3 Z3 Z3
11 -0-
12 -0-
13 -0-
14 0 0 0 0 Z4 Z4 Z4 Z4 Z4 Z4 Z4 Z4
15 -0-
16 -0-
17 -0-
18 0 0 0 0 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z5

9 -0-
20 -0-
21 -0-
22 0 0 0 0 Z6 Z6 Z6 Z6 Z6 Z6 Z6 Z6
23 -0-
24 -0-
25 -0-
26 0 0 0 0 Z7 27 27 27 27 Z7 Z7 Z7
27 -0-
28 0 0 0 0 E	 E E E E E F F
29 -0-
30 0 0 0 0 Z8 Z8 Z8 Z8 Z8 Z8 Z8 Z8
31 0 0 0 0 T	 T T T T T T T

First Word
Transmitted

Last Word
Transmitted

-7

Table 1

FRAME FORMAT

MSB	 LSB

Character:	 Description:

E	 Exposure Period
F	 Filter Number
T	 Frame Type
X	 X Pixel Address
Y	 Y Pixel Address
Z	 Pixel Intensity

-0-	 Word Data All Zeros
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controller this register is seen as external memory and all write instructions

are to this device. The controller reads data from three sources: the ADC Data

Bus, The Experiment Data Bus, or an internal register. During any word period

the controller must load the holding register with the data for the next word.

To accomplish this, the controller needs to know where it is in the frame at

all times. As explained above the beginning of the frame occurs when MFS be-

comes one. This signal, used as an interrupt signal, synchronizes the program

to the beginning of the frame. The first two words of the frame are provided

by telemetry giving the controller 63.0 microseconds to select the proper frame

routine and load the latch with the third word of the frame.

Word synchronization is accomplished by testing the Word Sync signal. If the

Word Sync becomes one, the controller knows the data stream is at the beginning

of a word. It then can load the holding register with the next data to be

transmitted. The type of data loaded is dependent on the program. During a

word period the controller can either read the ADC Data Bus and store it in the

holding register; read the Experiment Data Bus and store it in the holding reg-

ister; or store the contents of an internal register in the holding register.

This allows the selection of the type of data for each word in a frame to be

under program control.

3.3.9	 CCD Readout and_Svnchronization

Upon receiving a Transmit Picture signal from the Experiment Computer., the CCD

Microcontroller transfers the picture from the Image Area to the Storage Area

and transfers the first line of the picture to the Horizontal Register. Next

the CCD Microcontroller reads the line up to and including the first pixel to

be transmitted and passes control of the Clock Generator to the Telemetry

Microcontroller. The first pixel intensity data now resides on the ADC Data

Bus and the clocking of the horizontal register stops.

Before the CCD Microcontroller received the transmit picture command the frame

type status was of the Empty Frame type. When the transmit picture command is

received the frame type changes to the Picture/No Pixels frame type which

specifies that the camera is transmitting a picture but there is no pixel data

yet available. The Telemetry controller is processing a Picture/No Pixel frame

-31-
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when it receives control of the Clock Generator. The controller is thereby

instructed to transmit a line of picture information. After completion of the

current picture/no pixel frame, the telemetry controller changes to the Pic-

ture/Pixels frame routine. For the next frame, the first Picture/Pixel frame,

the data which is on the ADC Bus is loaded into the latch and then shifted out

to the Telemetry Bus as the first pixel in the line. The controller sends a

Pixel Read command to the Clock Generator which increments the Horizontal Reg-

ister by one pixel and places the second pixel intensity data on the ADC Bus.

Since pixels are formatted every fourth word there is sufficient time to read

and store the next pixel before it is needed in the frame. In this manner the

frame is loaded with eight pixel intensity words along with the other frame

data. Thirty-two such frames are consecutively transmitted. The Clock Gener-

ator via the Convert Window signal informs the Telemetry Microcontroller that

all the valid data in the line has been transmitted and to return to the Pic-

Cure/No Pixel routine.

At this point in time the control of the Clock Generator is passed back to the

CCD Microcontroller and the Clock Generator completes the reading of the cur-

rent line. The CCD controller transfers the next line from the storage area to

the Horizontal Register and again reads the line via the Clock Generator until

it encounters the first pixel to be transmitted. Control is passed to the Te-

lemetry controller and the line is transmitted. This process repeats until 256

lines have been transmitted. For the end of the last line the CCD Microcontrol-

ler reads the end of the line during which the telemetry frame type is the

Picture/No Pixels frame type. After the last line is read the Telemetry Micro-

controller returns to the Empty Frame routine specifying the end of the pic-

ture. The CCD Microcontroller signals the Experiment Computer that the picture

has been transmitted and it returns to the Erase Routine. This routine cleans

the image area of charge which has accumulated during the picture transmission.

i:
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4.0 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Preliminary testing of the camera has been performed in our laboratory and is

continuing under follow-on contract NASW-3924. The CCD Test Set is shown in

Figures 6, 7 and 8. Figure 6 shows the control and display electronics. In

the foreground is the camera breadboard (right) and the experiment computer

(left). The camera breadboard was designed as a series of cards each of which

performs a specific function or functions. The layout of the flight camera

follows the same format which allows the flight cards to be troubleshooted and

tested individually in the breadboard camera before incorporation into the

flight camera.

The Experiment Computer controls the camera shutter and at the end of each

exposure transmits the image data to the Image Display Computer (right back-

ground) for display on the video monitor. The Experiment Computer allows

exposure times to be set from the keyboard. During the development process

this computer was also used to substitute for the camera microcontroller and

was programmed to control the sequence of camera operations. Figures 7 and 8

show the vacuum system and supporting equipment. The system is oil free and

contains all stainless steel components. Roughing is performed with sorption

pumps while the high vacuum is achieved and maintained using a CTI Cryogenics

cryopump. Operating pressures of 1 x 10-7 torr are readily obtained.

The CCD is mounted in the chamber at the left in Figure 7. Cooling is achieved

with a cold finger which is attached at one end to the CCD carrier and has its

other end immersed in a liquid nitrogen bath. The temperature is measured by a

copper constantan thermocouple. Temperature control is achieved through the

use of heaters which are attached to the CCD carrier and are activated once the

desired temperature is reached. Temperatures below -120°C can be achieved with

this system.

The CCD can be illuminated by either visible light or X-rays. Visible light

images are obtained either by projecting an image through a port in the vacuum

chamber (shown to the right of center in Figure 6) or by placing a grid direct-

ly in front of the CCD and illuminating the grid with collimated light to form

a shadowgraph. X-ray images are formed by the latter technique using an X-ray

_;
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Figure 6. Foreground: Right, CCD Camera Camera Breadboard. heft, Experiment

Computer Simulator. Background: Center, Image Display Computer.

Left, Video Display Monitor.
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Figure 7. CCD Teat Vacuum Chamber. Foreground: CCD Camera Head Electronics

Housing with Electrical and Liquid Nitrogen Feedthrough, Optical

Bench. Background: R-Ray Source Chamber and Cryopump.
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Figure 8. X-Rav Production and Monitoring Equipment. Foreground: Monitor os-

cilloscope. Rack: Filament and Anode Po • ,er Supplies, X-Ray Photon

Counting Equipment,



source located in the rear chamber at a distance of approximately 122 cm from

the CCD. The X-rays are generated by electron bombardment of various anode

materials held at a potential, or in practice a factor of 2 above, equivalent

to the energy of the X-ray line to be generated. The electron source is a hot

filament and care has to be taken to shield the CCD from direct visible light

by Filtering. To date we have made exposures at 8.3 A (Aluminum K-alpha) and

43.6 A (Carbon K-alpha). An image of a grid consisting of a fine mesh and

larger bars photographed from the monitor screen is shown in Figure 9. The CCD

was illuminated with carbon X-rays using an exposure time of 6 minutes. Tt

confirms that the CCD is sensitive to these wavelengths. The absolute sensi-

tivity of the CCD can be evaluated by comparibon with a proportional counter

mounted in the same plane as the CCD.

Current testing has demonstrated the functional performance of the camera. The

actual calibration and measurements of absolute sensitivity as a function of

wavelength, charge transfer efficiency as a function of temperature, etc., will

be performed under Contract NASW-3942 and will be described in the final report

of that contract.
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Figure 9. A Shadowgraph taken at 44 A with the CCD Camera. The Fxposure Time

was 6 Minutes.
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APPENDIX A: Signal Symbol Definitions

Hama.

CLK

CSN

AO—A7

ENHN

ENAN

ENA

ENEN

ENB

QO

CLAMPN

SAMPN

SUPRN

CONVN

YMN-1j"

Clock—CCD Camera clock bus

The chip enable signal from the Clock Control Board. Tt puts the
EPROM in the Active mode when aqual to zero,

These are the eight address lines for the EPROri on the the
Memory Board.

The enable signal for the horizontal clocks and the S/H — ADC
clocking.

Enables the Image Area clocks. Signal active low.

Some function as ENHN but active high

Enables the Storage Area clocks.

Same function as ENHN but active high

An output of the EPROM, from the memory board, this signal is
used to generate the EPIXN signal which specifies the end of a
timing sequence.

An output of the Memory Board, this signal is used by the Cor-
related Sample and Hold circuit to create a black reference
level

An output of the Memory Board, this signal is used by the Corre-
lated Sample and Hold circuit to sample the intensity segment of
the pixel video signal.

An output of the Memory Board, this signal is used by the Cor-
related Sample and Hold circuit to clamp its input to zero
during the resetting of the CCD output transistor.

An output of the Memory Board, this signal is used by the ADC
Board to begin the conversion

VH1, VH2, VH3 These three signals are outputs of the Memory Board and are used
by the CCD Camera Head electronics to shift the horizontal
regi-rer.

VR	 An cutput of the Memory Board, this signal is used by the CCD
Camera Head electronics tc reset the CCD output transistor.

i
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it VA1, VA2p VA3 These three signals are outputs of the Memory Board and are used
by the CCD Camera Head electronics to shift the image or A
register.

VB1 j VB2, VB3 These three signals are outputs of th y: Memory Board and are used
by the CCD Camera Head electronics to shift the storage or B
register

IT	 Line Transfer - Input to the Clock Control Board performs line
transfer operation

IT	 Image Transfer - Input to the Clock Control Board performs image
transfer operation

LR	 Line Read - Input to the Clock Control Board performs line read
operation

PR	 Pixel Read - Input to the Clock Contrc-1 Board performs the
reading of a pixel

BUSY	 Output of the Clock Control Board is high when the CCD clocks
are active

ENADC	 Output of the CCD Microcontroller which enables the ADC and
specifies the reading of a picture

CONV WIND	 Convert Window-Output of the Raster Limit Board which equals one
to convert into data a section of the horizontal register

ANLG INPUT	 Analog Input-The video input to the sample and hold circuit from
the Camera Head Electronics package

ANLG SHLD	 Analog Shield-the shield of the coaxial cable that sends the
video signal to the sample and hold circuit

AN +15	 Analog +15 volt supply bus

AN -15	 Analog -15 volt supply bus

AN GND	 Analog ground bus

DIG +5	 Digital +5 Volt supply bus

DIG GND	 Digital ground bus

VIDEO OUT	 Video Output-The video output from the S/H board to the ADC
board

VIDEO RTN	 Video Return-Ground connection for the shield of the VIDEO OUT
signal form the S/H board

-40-
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:,)ATA/TLM

EPIXN

RECON

Reset Multiple Line-Signal from the Raster Limit board to the
Clock Control board specifies the end of a line or the end of an
image transfer operation

Reset Single Line-Signal on the Clock Control board specifies
the end of a pixel clocking sequence

Data/Telemetry Output Select input to the Clock Control board.
Equals one to put the camera it the Data Output Mode Equals zero
for the Telemetry Output Mode

End of Pixel-Output of the Clock Control board Active low
specifies the end of a pixel clocking seq,,Qnee.

Output of the Clock Control board and enable signal fnr logic
circuits active low

MASTER CLOCK	 External clock signal fed to the Clock Control board it is
INPUT	 divided down to the clock bus frequency

BPS/TPN Begin Picture Sequence/Transmit Picture is a signal from the
Experiment CorDuter to the Camera Microcontroller. A zero to
one transition signals the camera system to begin a picture
sequence. A one to zero transition signals the camera system to
transmit a picture.

EIA/TCN Expose Image Area/Transmission Complete is a signal from the
Camera Microcontroller to the Experiment Computer. A zero to
one transition signals the Experiment Computer to expose the CCD
to the image via the shitters. A one to zero transition
signals the Experiment Computer that the camera has Completed
the current picture.

DO-D7 These are the eight signals from the Telemetry Microcontroller
to the Telemetry system. This bus contains the experiment data
which is primarily picture data.

ADCO-ADC7

	

	 These are the eight signals from the ADC Board. This bus con-
tains Pixel Intensity data.

EXPO-EXP7

	

	 These are the eight signals from the Experiment Computer. This
bus contains data from this computer.

i 4
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APPENDIX B: CCD Camera Drawing List

SCR__ TICS:

NAme Draw ng. Numbtr

Memory Board, Board B - 27.074 CCD CamPre 652-4100

Raster Limit Board, Board D - 27.074 CCD Camera 652-4101

Camera Microcontroller Board, Board J - 652-4102
27.074 CCD Camera

ADC Board, Board Z - 27.074 CCD Camera 652-4103

Correlated Double Sample/Hold Board, Board H - 652-4104
27.074 CCD Camera

Clock Control Board, Board A - 27.n74 CCD Camera 652-4105

Telemetry Microfiovtro l °or Board, Board K - 652-4106
27.074 CCD Cameti

CCD Head Electronics Board - 27.074 CCD Camera 652-4107

x
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APPENDIX C; CCD Camera Electronic Schematics
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